What is Matrix Energetics?
Matrix Energetics is a complete system of healing, self-care and transformation. It is a
transferable and teachable phenomenon, powered by intent, which has a physical and
observable effect every time. Complete beginners as well as seasoned health care
practitioners are able to perform and utilize this work to affect change-with no waiting
and no running of energy. Anyone can learn this skill and practice Matrix Energetics.
The Experience of Matrix Energetics
Matrix Energetics is simply a language used to access this pathway and map the
transformation that occurs. The application of this method of transformation is only
limited by your imagination. What are you doing when you "do" Matrix Energetics? You
are creating and transforming reality at the quantum level and observing the macro
effects of that change.
This new paradigm gives you instant access to new states of awareness which make it
possible to interact with the material world and transform it - to affect change connected
to past traumas, injuries and emotional patterns. Matrix Energetics shows us how we can
consciously choose to observe in a different way. As a natural extension of changing your
way of perceiving, your old reality collapses and new possibilities materialize instantly.
Physical and emotional conditions can be resolved with the speed of thought. People
affect verifiable, observable changes instantly. Often you will see and feel a wave like
motion when Matrix Energetics is applied, as the person being worked on experiences a
smooth wave of transformation. What seems to be happening is that the unconsciousness
and the biological physical field matrix is rearranging itself.
Utilizing Matrix Energetics enables one to engage a state, or way of being, that creates
miraculous changes that can be actualized every time by novices and experts alike. It
frees us from the non-miraculous, static belief systems that have dominated our daily
lives. People from all walks of life will be able to perform and utilize this to affect
change-with no waiting and no running of energy. YOU affect your physical
surroundings in a powerful, permanent, new way.
There are no barriers to the expression of this energy and there are no limitations for it.
The limitations are in your own mind and with practice you transcend those limitations. It
is like learning a new language or acquiring a new skill in a sport, where first you have to
think about all the rules, and then at some point, you begin to think in the language itself
or act fluidly with skill.
Like many things that are founded on feelings and sensations, it is generally much easier
to experience Matrix Energetics than to try to understand it. It is human nature for us to
make assumptions about new experiences by comparing them to encounters with
information or activities that seem in some way similar to us. Traditionally we build new
skills by making adaptations from previous actions and thoughts. Do not make this
mistake: what I am talking about is an entirely new paradigm.

Matrix Energetics and the Laws of subtle energy and physics
According to modern physicists, all reality can be described as vibrations and waveform
patterns, that everything is light and information.
Biological information fields form an active, constantly resonating matrix. This matrix
and its interconnections provide for a continuum for rapid, coherent intercommunication
throughout the body. The vibrations and waveforms in this matrix can be changed,
meaning that anyone can collapse the current reality such as an injury pattern or some
stuck situation within the body or emotions and introduce one of many other new
possibilities that are more useful.
Disease may be defined as a disruption, cessation or distortion arising in the matrix of
these information fields. Physical and emotional injuries impair communication at the
cellular level. The application of the Matrix Energetics field re-establishes the flow of
biological information so that the body can better respond to stimuli in its internal and
external environments.

Key Thoughts for Matrix Energetics:
It is more than a technique
Although there is a specific set of methods learned by healers, Matrix Energetics itself is
not a technique but a consciousness shift. It's using an energy field and a consciousness,
like a standing wave. And it's always there. People who've never done any so-called
healing work in their lives, will suddenly access the matrix wave and knock people to the
floor in the first ten minutes. Because once you "get it" - the knack of the way you
observe your reality, attach a new paradigm, and then attach a new consciousness to that
paradigm, then you get instantaneous changes in physical matter.
There is nothing physical - Instant change is possible
Matrix Energetics teaches from the premise that we are spirit living in a physical body;
that we can access a reality that is no longer limiting and instantaneous change at the
speed of light is possible. These techniques enable us to access the lattice of information
in new ways to affect change. The process of conceptualizing an energetic interaction as
needing manipulation of a muscle or bone, repeated therapy or the running of energy, etc.
limits transformation's speed, intensity, potential and depth of expression. Seeing change
as something which entails a mechanical process slows down the observer's reality.
Something that potentially can be instantaneous slows to a process that conforms to your
previous therapeutic expectations.
Matrix Energetics creates a state by which transformation can materialize. The more you
trust, the greater your wave, the greater your experience of transformation -- just
remember though that the description of energy and matter as composed of waves
describes and allows you through the power of focused intent to enter into a non-

consensus reality in which the product of your imagined outcome can encode and imprint
on consciousness in such a way that physical observable changes become the product.
You're creating an altered state, a different reality, which you energize and give life to
with your active imagination. And it can all happen now.
You are learning to co-create
You're creating an altered state, a different reality, which you energize and give life via
your active imagination. So the secret is that your imagination, your creative imagination,
is the force.

You can reliably experience something that appears magical, but which is also
measurable
All energetic medicine, all healing, all consciousness-based techniques will work, but can
you reproduce them every time? Can you get to the point where you know you had an
effect? With Matrix Energetics you can measure the effects, the person you worked with
can measure the effect, and you can both agree that there was an outcome. Does that
sound exciting? Matrix Energetics allows you to access a source of immense power
limited only by your imagination, that you can use to work on yourself, help your
children or loved ones, or help all sentient life.
It works equally with anything.
And it's always there 24 hours a day.
Matrix Energetics is a new idea that is supported by modern physics, subtle energy
physics, and quantum physics. In order to really understand the magnitude of what is
possible with this system, you must experience it for yourself. Matrix Energetics provides
a new tool and shift in thinking that can apply it to anything that you want to accomplish.
Can you learn to do this yourself?
Of course you can. In your sessions with Alan David, you will see Alan only as your
“conduit.” If you are open and receptive to learning how to utilize your inherent skills
that are within you, Alan can teach you how to incorporate Matrix Energetics into your
life.
The Power is within you.
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